PRESS RELEASE
WMSSoft and B2BGateway Announce Supply Chain Partnership for MYOB Advanced Users.
Brisbane and Sydney, Australia, January 12, 2016 – WMSSoft, an MYOB Enterprise partner and B2BGateway,
a world recognized EDI solution provider, today announced a partnership to provide cloud-based, fullyintegrated Inventory Management and EDI solutions to users of MYOB Advanced.
MYOB Advanced is a new cloud-based ERP and business management software system designed by MYOB
to meet the needs of growing business in the ANZ region.
WMSSoft’s fully integrated warehouse management system, powered by The RIC Group, allows MYOB
Advanced users to pick and pack goods, automatically create shipments, increase inventory accuracy and
utilize multiple units of measure.
As a global organization with offices in Sydney, Australia, North America, Europe and China, B2BGateway
supports all internationally recognized EDI standards and protocols that may be required by the MYOB
Advanced user: EDIFACT, Tradacoms, Eancom, ANSI X12, XML, VAN, sFTP, AS2, etc.. By fully integrating with
MYOB Advanced through cloud based technology, B2BGateway is able to remove the need for the user to
re-key data. This, in turn, leads to greater accuracy, increased labour efficiencies and it expedites the orderto-payment cycle.
Many of WMSSoft’s and B2BGateway’s clients operate in the Wholesale Distribution, Manufacturing and
Retail market verticals where having a good Inventory Management system coupled with EDI functionality is
not only a necessity, but in today’s modern, cloud-based, technological world is paramount for success and
future expansion. Combining the power of WMSSoft’s Inventory Management system together with
B2BGateway’s EDI solution gives the MYOB Advanced user a complete, fully integrated software suite that
will greatly improve their overall supply chain processes and speed up their ‘order to payment’ cash cycles.
“EDI has also become very relevant to our many MYOB Advanced clients” says Paul Ellis, Director of Business
Development at WMSSoft . “That is why it was imperative for WMSSoft to find a great MYOB Advanced EDI
partner, one that we could recommend wholeheartedly to our clients. It was also very important that our
staff could be safe in the knowledge that not only would our clients get a great cloud based EDI solution, but
that they would also receive the same great level of service that WMSSoft clients have come to expect from
us over the years. It is for these very reasons that we chose B2BGateway to be the EDI provider of choice for
our MYOB Advanced clients.”
B2BGateway has been providing cloud-based, fully-integrated EDI and automated supply chain solutions
worldwide since 1999. “We are very pleased to partner with WMSSoft, one of Australia and New Zealand’s
leading MYOB Advanced partners” says Dante Dell’Agnese, ANZ Sales Director at B2BGateway. “WMSSoft is
a perfect partner for B2BGateway, providing leading cloud based warehouse management solutions to our
clients in the ANZ region.”
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About WMSSoft:
WMSSoft are expert business consultants in inventory management and Cloud ERP and help customers
utilize MYOB Advanced with a proven Warehouse Management Solution (WMS). WMSSoft is an accredited
MYOB Advanced Partner and implements MYOB Advanced for customers Australia wide. WMSSoft is backed
by investors with many years of experience and have an energetic team who understand about delivering a
solution and defining the problem through analysis.
About B2BGateway: B2BGateway is a world leader in the provision of cloud-based, fully-integrated EDI and
automated supply chain solutions. Headquartered in Boston, MA with additional offices in Europe, Australia
and China, B2BGateway offers clients 24/7 customer support with each client having their own designated
setup team. B2BGateway’s EDI solutions are simple to use, competitively priced, highly effective and can
increase profitability by reducing the costs associated with manual data entry errors. For further information
please visit www.B2BGateway.Net or call +61 28003 7584.
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